
VINCENNES - 18 June 

Race 1 

1. EL GRECO BELLO - Made most the running when second over course and distance. Up a grade but 

solid claims.  

2. FLEO LILA - Badly out of form in last three outings and difficult to fancy.  

3. DOMINO DREAM - Well beaten in two starts this campaign. However shoes come off and has a 50% 

strike rate from behind the mobile.  

4. FABLE DU PLESSIS - Well beaten on return at Chartres. Ended last campaign with a G2 placings 

and should progress now with rear shoes off.  

5. ECLIPSE D'ORIENT - Sixth at Vincennes beaten 6.25L last week in this class. Consider once more.  

6. FALCO BERRY - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning by 4.25L in a lower class. Is four from seven in 

auto starts and needs to be considered.  

7. ESTEBAN JIEL - Seventh beaten 6.5L at Vincennes in this class and shouldn't be far away.  

8. ELIZIR DU HOME - DQ'd at Laval in this class in May. Best watched.  

9. FIORENTINA SOMOLLI - Third at Sable twelve days ago beaten 3.25L in a lower class. Mild claims.  

10. FELLI ELEVEN - Runner-up at this venue beaten 4.25L in a lower class. Consistent and can place.  

11. FIDELITY - Sixth beaten 8.25L at this venue. Up in class and more needed.  

Summary 

FALCO BERRY (6) is bidding for a hat-trick after winning back to back races at this venue. Up in class 

but could prove tough to beat and is four from seven from behind the mobile. DOMINO DREAM (3) 

ended last campaign with a win. Started moderately this year but shoes are now off and is expected to 

improve significantly. FABLE DU PLESSIS (4) was well beaten on return but rear shoes removed and 

previously placed at Group level. EL GRECO BELLO (1) runner-up over course and distance and should 

get an early lead. May prove hard to catch. 

Selections 

FALCO BERRY (6) - DOMINO DREAM (3) - FABLE DU PLESSIS (4) - EL GRECO BELLO (1)  



Race 2 

1. HANDZARO DU BOCAGE - Third at Marsielle Borelly in this class beaten 11L. Bit 

more needed but can place.  

2. HABIBI - Won by 2.75L in a lower class at Enghien. Has a 40% strike rate in mobile 

starts and is worth including.  

3. HOPE FOR QUICK - Fifth at Laval beaten 9.5L in a lower class. First time barefoot 

and could improve.  

4. HEQUILEO JIEL - Sixth beaten 4.25L at Vincennes in a lower class. First time 

behind the mobile.  

5. HOTEL MYSTIC - Three straight DQ's and hard to trust, however has a 60% strike 

rate in mobile events.  

6. HACKER DU CHENE - DQ'd at Vincennes recently but was a solid sixth the time 

before in this grade.  

7. HERE WE GO - Back to back seconds but may struggle up in grade.  

8. HED - DQ'd at this venue in a lower class and best watched for now.  

9. HIPHIP HOURA - Fourth here in a lower class beaten 4L. Place chance.  

10. HAPPY LOVE - Eighth in a lower class but only beaten 3L at this venue. Needs a 

bit more.  

Summary 

HABIBI (2) was an easy winner at Enghien in a lower class and has a 40% strike rate 

in mobile races. Looks the one to beat. HANDZARO DU BOCAGE (1) put in a back to 

back third and despite the class rise can go well from this grade. Each way. HOPE 

FOR QUICK (3) finished fifth latest but is barefoot for the first time and can improve. 

HIPHIP HOURA (9) last start was not beaten far and could go well. 

Selections 

HABIBI (2) - HANDZARO DU BOCAGE (1) - HOPE FOR QUICK (3) - HIPHIP 

HOURA (9)  



Race 3 

1. HELENA DI QUATTRO - Third beaten 2.75L in this class at this venue. Proven and should go well.  

2. VESSILLO AS - Makes his Franch debut and has twelve wins in his native Italy.  

3. DEESSE NOIRE - Three straight DQ's and best watched at this stage.  

4. DOMINGO D'ELA - Won over course and distance beaten 1.75L in this class. Three wins in last four 

outings and can go close.  

5. ECHO DE CHANLECY - Second in a class A at a provincial venue. Not out of this.  

6. CLASS ACTION - Three DQ's in last four starts and best watched after a short break.  

7. CANDIDAT D'ORTIGE - Well beaten at Enghien in a higher class but does need a bit more.  

8. COUMBA KUKY - Midfield on recent outings and can go well once more.  

9. EQUINOXE JIEL - DQ'd at Enghien latest but was runner-up the time before in a higher class. Can 

bounce back.  

10. DIVA DU GRANIT - Fourth beaten 4.5L in a higher class at this venue. Should go well down in class.  

11. ECUREUIL JENILOU - Solid return when fifth beaten 7.5L here. Ended last campaign with a win in 

a higher class and expected to go close.  

12. DONA VIVA - Fourth at Marseille Borelly in a higher class beaten 5.25L. Can place.  

13. CASTING DE CHENU - Tried to make all at Toulouse when fifth beaten 3L in two classes higher. 

Worth including.  

14. DATCHA - Out of form and needs the class drop to help.  

Summary 

DOMINGO D'ELA (4) is in good form and won by 1.75L in this class over course and distance. Looks 

the one to beat. ECUREUIL JENILOU (11) fifth beaten 7.5L after a break in a higher class. Impressive 

on last start of previous campaign and should improve significantly second up. CASTING DE CHENU 

(13) finished fifth at Toulouse in a higher class when trying to make all of the running. Consider. DIVA 

DU GRANIT (10) is capable at this level and can at least place. 

Selections 

DOMINGO D'ELA (4) - ECUREUIL JENILOU (11) - CASTING DE CHENU (13) - DIVA DU GRANIT 

(10)  



Race 4 

1. FROZEN QUEEN - Placed three starts ago and has progressed to win next two starts. This is a lot 

tougher but remains unexposed and is improving all the time. Interesting.  

2. EMERAUDE DE BOUGY - Modest recent form figures but goes bare-foot and has the back form to 

factor if bouncing back.  

3. FOLETTE DU MANS - Powered clear for impressive 1.75L victory at Lyon Parilly. Upped in grade 

but deserves try at this level. Shortlist.  

4. FUSEE DU MOUCHEL - Mid-field finishes proven best since resuming this campaign. Similar 

showing anticipated.  

5. FELINE DE LAVAU - Goes well for this driver although has struggled when running at this track in 

the past. Each way hope. 

6. ELITE DES RIOULTS - Inconsistent performances of late and will need to beat best to factor amongst 

this field.  

7. ESPIEGLE DE VAL - Placed on first two starts this campaign but regressed and was well beaten 

third up. Needs more in a better race now.  

8. FINE PERLE OF LOVE - Has a great winning record and managed to hold rivals for a nose success 

at Rambouillet last time. This is better race but clearly in good form and should finish close up.  

9. FORCE VIVE - Well beaten on reappearance and happy to oppose subsequently.  

10. FANTASIA DE LIGNY - Only modest efforts on preps but  now third up should be primed and has 

a great record at this stage. Goes well at this track and looks a potential  big improver now.  

11. EMERAUDE DE BAIS - Denied a hat-trick when placing at this track last time but is clearly thriving 

at present. This looks slightly easier so is very easy to fancy here.  

12. FLEUR DE LYS DELO - 1.75L fourth here when last seen. Place claims following that.  

Summary 

EMERAUDE DE BAIS (11) was denied the hat-trick in better race last time but remains in flying form 

and should prove hard to beat here. FROZEN QUEEN (1) is unexposed after five starts. Jumps in grade 

following two victories and must be considered. FINE PERLE OF LOVE (8) powered home for a narrow 

victory last time. Upped in grade but should give a bold showing. FOLETTE DU MANS (3) has won two 

of last five starts. Each way player now upped in grade. 

Selections 

EMERAUDE DE BAIS (11) - FROZEN QUEEN (1) - FINE PERLE OF LOVE (8) - FOLETTE DU 

MANS (3)  



Race 5 

1. CRESUS DI POGGIO - First time starter by Muscle Hill. High standard set for debut and will need to be smart to 

factor.  

2. CHEMAR - Debutant from the Andrea Guzzinati stable. Check market.  

3. CAIO TITUS BOND - First time starter from the Alessandro Gocciadoro stable. Check market.  

4. CONDOR BAR - First time starter by Love You. Market can guide.  

5. INFIEL - Won three of four starts so far and looks a smart prospect. 1L victor at this track latest and has big 

winning claims once more.  

6. ICHIRO DE JOUDES - Has placed on three of last four starts. Improving colt that has an each way chance once 

more. 

7. IBRA MESLOIS - Lost his way this campaign and will need to bounce back now.  

8. IMPACT PLAYER - Recent form figures make little appeal. Likely to struggle.  

9. INTEGRE - Took a big step forward when a 2.25L winner at Enghien last time. This is a lot tougher however so 

will need similar progression once more.  

10. INSTINCT D'AM - Looks overdue a victory having placed on three of last four starts. Each way player in better 

grade now.  

11. IPSO DU FER - Shaped well on preps and now third up should be primed to strike. Good driver booked and is 

easy to fancy.  

12. IQUEM D'AMER - Rapidly progressive of late and has won last three starts. Top driver booked and should give 

a bold showing.  

13. INSHOT JOSSELYN - 1.75L second when upped to this grade last time. Had been searching for fourth straight 

success that day however and is clearly thriving at present. Big chance.  

14. INBREED - Placed in a G3 here last time. Will appreciate grade drop and looks a solid pick now. 

15. INFERNO PIPER - Looks a high class prospect having won four of five starts so far. Held rivals for 0.5L success 

at this track last time and should take the beating once more.  

Summary 

INFERNO PIPER (15) gamely held rivals here last time. Smart type that can take beating once more. INBREED 

(14) placed in a better race than this last start. That form reads well and is easy to fancy now eased in grade. 

INSHOT JOSSELYN (13) was narrowly denied a fourth successive victory when a beaten favourite last time. Expect 

another bold showing. IQUEM D'AMER (12) has won past three and is improving at each start. Looks a threat to 

all. 

Selections 

INFERNO PIPER (15) - INBREED (14) - INSHOT JOSSELYN (13) - IQUEM D'AMER (12)  



Race 6 

1. HOT CALL - Impressive 3.25L winner at Laon last time. This is tougher but hard to rule out.  

2. HONEY KING - 3L fifth at Le-Croise-Laroche when last seen. Each way claims.  

3. HARIBO DE LARRE - Has to be excused DQ last time but likely better judged on victory at Cherbourg on start 

before that. Potential threat to all if finding the finish.  

4. HEUREUX DE FLEUR - Has placed on last five starts and looks overdue a victory. Sure to give usual running 

so looks a solid pick.  

5. HIMEROS DU GOUTIER - 1.25L second at Caen on just second career start. That was a great run and is very 

easy to fancy.  

6. HASPARREN - 0.5L second at Pontchateau last time was a good run. Good driver booked and easy to fancy.  

7. HANDY JET - Mid-field two starts back and then DQ last time. Needs a lot more here.  

8. HAPPENING - 24 race maiden and unlikely to change that in this field judged on recent efforts.  

9. HOLLYWOOD BOND - Has to be excused DQ last time but he won three of four starts before that. Big chance 

if finding the finish.  

10. HAMYOT DE BOMO - 4.25L fourth at Argentan last time. Place claims following that run going bare foot here.  

11. HELIOS DU CONROY - Back to back victories on last two starts and now steps up in grade. Runs bare-foot 

and is of interest.  

12. HUBBLE DU VIVIER - Has placed twice and won twice from four starts this campaign. Clearly thriving and has 

big each way claims. 

13. HIER HAUFOR - Made winning reappearance but regressed in three subsequent starts. Needs more.  

14. HAYEK D'AM - DQ on three of last four starts and is easily opposed at present.  

15. HERACLES DU MONT - Modest form figures and happy to oppose here.  

16. HELENCIO - Powered clear for 3L success at Nancy last time. This is tougher but worth holding safe.  

Summary 

HOLLYWOOD BOND (9) was DQ last time but had been racing well before that. Should bounce back here and is 

expected to take beating. HASPARREN (6) has form claims based on latest 0.5L second. Can improve again and 

is easy to fancy. HUBBLE DU VIVIER (12) has won twice and placed twice this campaign. Expect another bold 

showing. HEUREUX DE FLEUR (4) has placed on last five runs. Looks overdue a victory and has a solid each way 

chance. 

Selections 

HOLLYWOOD BOND (9) - HASPARREN (6) - HUBBLE DU VIVIER (12) - HEUREUX DE FLEUR (4)  



Race 7 

1. IBIZA DE CHENU - DQ both runs so far. Happy to oppose.  

2. ICEANE - Looked limited in three starts so far. Easily opposed. 

3. IRINA DE TOUSSAC - DQ on debut and likely best watched in better race now.  

4. INTRIGUE JENILOU - Been freshened and unlikely to trouble the principals on return. 

5. IQUITA VILI - Powered clear for 8.25L success on debut. Form of that run is questionable but was 

certainly impressive. Interesting now upped in grade.  

6. IMPERATRICE D'ELLE - 6L fifth at Cholet last time. Will need to improve upon that to factor here.  

7. INVITEE SURPRISE - Made winning debut and then followed that with good 3L fourth. Good driver 

booked and has an each way chance here.  

8. ICE DE RODREY - Placed on both starts since resuming and now third up should be primed. Each 

way player.  

9. IVANKA - Big step forwards when a nose winner at Caen last time. In a better race here but interesting 

if progressing once more.  

10. IDALIE VRIE - Already won and placed and now gets top driver booked. Should continue improving 

and is easy to fancy here.  

11. IN MY HEART - Promising 7L second at this track first up. Should only improve upon that so worth 

holding safe now.  

12. ISKANDIA - Looks a smart prospect having won both starts so far in impressive fashion. Upped in 

grade so will need to improve but is easy to fancy once more.  

13. IDYLLE COPAISE - Game 1L winner at Caen last time and deserves try in better race now following 

that. Interesting.  

Summary 

ISKANDIA (12) has won both starts to date and looks a smart prospect. Should continue progressing 

and is the one to beat. IN MY HEART (11) was a promising 7L second in a similar contest on debut. Big 

chance if improving upon that. IDALIE VRIE (10) has top driver booked following recent good form. Easy 

to fancy. ICE DE RODREY (8) has placed on both starts. Each way player now third up. IQUITA VILI 

(5) was an impressive wide margin winner on debut. Upped in grade significantly and what has been 

shown is a potential threat to all. 

Selections 

ISKANDIA (12) - IN MY HEART (11) - IDALIE VRIE (10) - ICE DE RODREY (8) - IQUITA VILI (5) 


